Guide of the Uganda
Communications Commission
standard for DVB receivers

UCC STANDARD FOR DVB RECEIVERS
1. Introduction
Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) is mandated to set standards for
communications services and equipment in Uganda. The communications
equipment
includes
radio-communications,
broadcasting
and
telecommunications apparatus.
UCC developed a standard for Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) receivers that
users, manufacturers and suppliers of DVB Receivers should reference for the
requirements/specifications for receivers imported, sold and used in Uganda.
This guide facilitates use and interpretation of the UCC standard for DVB
receivers.
2. Description of DVB receivers
DVB receivers are equipment that are used for digital media such television
broadcasting. This includes equipment used to receive free to air (FTA) and
subscription based television services using any platform: terrestrial, cable
and satellite. Examples of such receivers are shown below.
TV
Dongle

Integrated Digital
Television (IDTV)

Set Top Box (STB)

DVB
Receivers

Mobile TV Receivers

3. Categories of Specifications in the UCC standard for DVB Receivers
(1) General requirements: The section describes requirements that

include:
a. Equipment identification such as the make and model of the DVB
receiver, and the UCC type-approval mark confirming that the
receiver meets the UCC standard for DVB receivers.
b. Safety requirements that ensure protection against electrical
shock, excessive heating, hazardous radiations, fire ignition and
explosion effects.
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c. Navigation functions that assist the user in operating the DVB
receivers such as accessing menus, changing TV channels and
regulating volume.
d. Power requirements such as types of power supply, power cord
and main plug.
e. Support Package: depending on the DVB receiver, the accessories
that are expected to be provided by the manufacturers and
suppliers of a DVB receiver.
(2) Front end requirements: The section contains the specifications

relating to how a DVB receiver picks up the signal that is received from
the satellite/ cable/ terrestrial network and converts it to a format that
the TV can display.
(3) Service information: The section highlights

information that is
beneficial to the the viewer such as content and scheduling of TV
programs for a TV channel , whether or not a TV channel is scrambled
etc.

(4) Services: The section provides specifications of the following: -

(a) Subtitling
Subtitling is the process of adding subtitles to any audio-visual
media.
The subtitles are onscreen text in a TV program which shows all
dialogue being spoken on the screen. They are essentially
translations in a language other than in which they are being
spoken or transcription of the dialogue or narration.
(b) Electronic Program Guide (EPG)
EPG is an on-screen guide which allows the viewer to schedule
broadcast television programs and navigate and select contents by
different criteria such as channel, title, author, date, etc.
(5)

Interfaces and connectors: The section describes the input and
output connectors on the DVB receiver and the audio, video and
interfaces that are expected to be on the front or back side of a DVB
receiver.

(6)

Video and audio decoding requirements: The section provides the
requirements of the DVB receiver that are able to interpret and
translate various audio and video formats into pictures and audio
that are received by the TV set.
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4.

Overview of The Requirements in The Standard

A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1.Equipment
Identification

2.EMC, and
Equipment
Immunity

3.Safety
Requirements
4.Power Supply
5.Power Supply
Cord and Mains
Plug

6. Support Package

7.Navigation
Features

The DVB receiver shall be
marked with the supplier
or manufacturer’s Brand
name and Model. Upon
meeting the type approval
requirements, the receiver
shall be marked with a
type-approval mark.
The DVB Receiver shall
The objective of EMC is to ensure that the receivers do not affect
comply with the relevant
operations of other communication equipment in its vicinity.
Electromagnetic
Compatibility (EMC) and
On the immunity side, the objective is to ensure that the DVB
Equipment Immunity
receivers continue to operate as expected around other
Standards.
communication equipment.
The Receivers shall comply The purpose is to protect the health and safety of users of the
with the relevant
receivers.
International Safety
Standards
All DVB receivers shall either be AC powered {Mains: 230V±10% /50 Hz ±2%} or DC
powered{Source: 12V}
The power supply cord
shall conform to several
relevant standards, and
the AC/DC main plug
shall be fitted with a 3 pin
plug.

Depending on the type of
DVB receiver, the support
package may contain the
following: (a) CVBS-RCA Cable,
(b) An HDMI Cable,
(c) Ethernet Cable,
(d) A Remote control unit
(RCU) and ‘AA’ or ‘AAA’
sized batteries,
(e) the illustrative
User
Manual can be printed
or
electronic
and
should be in the
English language.

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

The DVB receivers shall have access to the following navigation features:
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8.Processor and
Memory
9.Maintenance &
Upgradee

The DVB receiver shall be equipped with a processor and sufficient Memory suitable for the reception
of DVB services and where applicable, the operation of the Interactive Application.
Depending on the type of DVB receiver, it can perform Over The Air software upgrade or USB
software upgrade or Ethernet software upgrade.

B. RF REQUIREMENTS
1.Radio Frequencies
and Bandwidths

The DVB receiver shall be able to receive signals in all frequency bands allocated for television
services in Uganda on different platforms (terrestrial, satellite, cable).

C. SERVICE INFORMATION
1. TV Channel and
Program
Information
2. Scrambled
Services
3. Service
identification

The DVB receiver shall receive a list of TV channels provided by the service provider , name of each
TV channel and associated programs; and information about the current and next TV program for
each TV channel.
THE DVB receiver shall receive information on whether or not a TV channel is scrambled.
All services received by the DVB receiver shall be identified by Logical Channel Numbers (LCN).

Logical
channel
numbers

D. SERVICES
1.Subtitling

2.Signal Strength
and Quality Bar

(a)The DVB receiver shall: 
support subtitling;

be able to handle multiple subtitling
streams within the same service. This
means that it shall provide convenient user
control for enabling, disabling, displaying
and to select primary and secondary
subtitling languages.
(b) The DVB receiver may be capable of displaying
subtitles for the hearing impaired.
The DVB Receiver shall be able to display both signal strength and quality (BER) level. This will
aid the user in setting up an indoor antenna to ensure the best reception position or identifying
other reception problems.
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3.Service
Unavailability
4. First-time Power
Up

5.Remote Control
Unit (RCU)

In the event of service unavailable, weak or no RF signal, the DVB Receiver shall display an onscreen message.
Upon powering up for the first time, the DVB Receiver shall initiate the following processes:
a. Set On Screen Display language to English ;
b. Prompt tuning/scanning for all available services; and
Set other configurations (user data, preferences and others).
The RCU shall be designed to withstand frequent usage, with a robust case that is resistant to
damage from being dropped onto hard surfaces or sat upon.

6.Electronic
Programme Guide
(EPG)

(a)

Specifications for EPG shall be in
accordance with international standards.

(b) EPG presentation that not limited to Service
name,
Programme
title,
Programme
duration, Elapsed duration (optional), Short
description, Long description (extended text),
Present/following (now/next) event, Current
date/time, Parental guidance information.
(c) The receiver shall have parental lock
capabilities to block television programs
from being shown unless the correct PIN
code is entered by the user.

7. Listing of All
Available Services

The DVB Receiver shall provide a listing of all available services after scanning.

E. INTERFACES AND CONNECTORS
RF Input & output
Connector

DVB receivers used on the
terrestrial and satellite
must have RF input
connectors.

(a) Terrestrial receivers
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(b) Satellite receivers

2.RCA, CVBS
Output

The DVB Receiver shall
provide the Audio and
Video output (RCA, CVBS)
interface.

3.HDMI & Copy
Protection on
Output

The DVB Receiver shall
provide HDMI interface for
digital video and audio
output. It shall also
provide High Bandwidth
Digital Content Protection
(HDCP) on the HDMI
output to prevent copying
of digital audio & video
content.
Common Interface is a
technology which allows
decryption of pay TV
channels.
If included in a DVB
receiver, it shall comply to
DVB-CI+ specification
V1.4, or DVB-CI+
Specification V2.0 or later.

5.Common
Interface

6.Data Interfaces
and Interactivity

The DVB receiver may be furnished with an interface that can be Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) and/or
wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11, b, g).

F. VIDEO AND AUDIO DECODING REQUIREMENT
1.Video Decoding

The DVB Receiver shall be able to interpret video of Standard Definition TV (SDTV) and High
Definition TV (HDTV)
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2.Aspect Ratio

3.Audio Decoding

The DVB Receiver shall provide convenient user control for appropriate aspect ratio switching
between 4:3 and 16:9 to adapt display in different size and aspect ratio.

The DVB Receiver shall interpret audio compressed in MPEG-1 Audio Layer II and MPEG-4 HE
AAC. It also has an option to interpret audio compressed in Dolby Digital Plus.
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